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Cloud Security Assessments,
Architecture and Configuration

HexaBuild

Enterprises have come to rely on cloud computing services for mission-critical
applications and sensitive data. But the sophisticated security and unique visibility
they require often go ignored. HexaBuild can help your organization create a bestpractice cloud security architecture that protects your cloud assets.

Improving Cloud Security

Service Highlights

In the Shared Responsibility Model, enterprises are required
to handle much of their own cloud security controls and
settings. But cloud services can be less secure, equally
secure, or more secure than the traditional on-premises
data center. The difference often comes down to correctly
identifying the risks then applying proper security
discipline with correctly implemented best-practices.
Though it is always easier to be secure right from the
beginning rather than try to add security in after systems
are in production, HexaBuild can help secure your cloud
services, whether existing or planned. By utilizing good
design, implementing cloud security best practices, proper
maintenance, and applying sercurity vigilance, your cloudbased IT assets will be secure.

Configuration Management and
Automation
HexaBuild will help script the
provisioning and configuration of
your cloud infrastructure to
adhere to security best practices.

HexaBuild can assess your current cloud systems for
adherence to security best-practices and give you
recommendations to improve your security when operating
in the cloud. HexaBuild can also help you establish secure
cloud infrastructure prior to launching your applications or
migrating your sensitive data to the cloud.

Event-Driven Security
Establishing automatic detections
and self-correcting cloud
infrastructure.
Cloud Security Assessment
HexaBuild will assess your cloud
environments against bestpractices and give you prioritized
recommendations for remediation.
Cloud Security Workshops
Cloud security training for your IT
teams.

Experienced, Certified Cloud Security Consultants
HexaBuild’s cloud consultants possess the top cloud security
certifications. Our consultants possess the Certificate of Cloud
Security Knowledge (CCSK) from the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA),
the Certified Cloud Security Professional from the (ISC)2 and the AWS
Certified Security – Specialty. In addition to having decades of IT
security experience, our consultants have the experience in security
best practices along with how to apply those to cloud infrastructure
security settings to meet and exceed your compliance requirements.
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